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Figure S1. Field-dependent variation in the apparent xy motion of the DH-PSF measured with the nanohole array (NHA). The
apparent xy position of the DH-PSF, defined as the midpoint between the two lobes as determined by a double-Gaussian fit,
changes slightly as a function of z. We account for this during z calibration by generating correction curves xobs(zcal) and yobs(zcal)
that are subtracted from single-molecule localizations. (a), The calibration curves xobs(zcal) collected from the NHA show a variety
of behaviors, colored according to each curve’s value of xobs(zcal = 700 nm). The field-dependence of the variation in apparent x
motion, xobs, is shown at zcal = -300 nm (b) and +300 nm (c). (d-f), the field-dependence for apparent y motion yobs, plotted as for
xobs. In actual experiments using a NHA, a local xy correction derived from these data should be applied to the acquired data in a
fashion similar to that for the z-correction described in the text. Note that the total magnitude of variation (~20 nm) is
substantially greater than the effective xy localization precision of the holes at each zcal step (~1 nm).
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Figure S2. The results from NHA calibrations are not sensitive to the placement of nanoholes. Left column: the z offsets observed
in focus, zobs,0, for the NHA before and after rotating the stage 180° about the optical axis and repositioning the NHA. The
calibration nanohole is marked in white. Middle column: the residual errors after removing planar sample tilt, zres,0, before and
after rotation. Right column: the response errors (Δzobs-Δzcal)/Δzcal before and after rotation. These data were acquired two
months after the data in Figure 3, which accounts for a slight difference from those measurements.
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Figure S3. The measured errors in “3D response” Δzobs/Δzcal shown as fractional departure from unity i.e. (Δzobs-Δzcal)/Δzcal, for
the DH-PSF setup of Figure 3 estimated at many zcal positions. The nanohole used for calibration is marked in white.
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Figure S4. The measured errors in “3D response” Δzobs/Δzcal shown as fractional departure from unity, i.e. (Δzobs-Δzcal)/Δzcal, for
the setup of Figure 4, using a DH-PSF mask, estimated at many zcal positions. The nanohole used for calibration is marked in
white.
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Figure S5. The measured errors in “3D response” Δzobs/Δzcal shown as fractional departure from unity, i.e. (Δzobs-Δzcal)/Δzcal, for
the setup of Figure 4, using an astigmatic mask, estimated at many zcal positions. The nanohole used for calibration is marked in
white.
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Figure S6. The effect of changing objectives and objective alignment on field-dependent errors in the DH-PSF. Shown are
constant offset (corrected for planar tilt zres,0), and the response error Δzobs/Δzcal shown as fractional departure from unity, i.e.
(Δzobs-Δzcal)/Δzcal, for the DH-PSF using the same optical system as in Figure 4. All objectives tested are the same make and model
(Olympus UPLSAPO100XO). The measurement denoted “Objective 1 replaced” was taken after measurements using Objectives
1, 2, and 3 and reinserting Objective 1 into the optical system. The mounting of the objective lens into the microscope body
generated slight variations in the response error, perhaps due to a small motion of the objective z-translator. The nanohole used
for calibration is marked in white. The colormap of response error has been bounded to ±15% to maximize contrast for the
selected zcal positions; note this is different in Figure S7.
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Figure S7. The effect of changing objectives and objective alignment on field-dependent errors in the astigmatic PSF. Shown are
constant offset (corrected for planar tilt zres,0), and the response error Δzobs/Δzcal shown as fractional departure from unity, i.e.
(Δzobs-Δzcal)/Δzcal, for the astigmatic PSF using the same optical system as in Figure 4. All objectives tested are the same make
and model (Olympus UPLSAPO100XO). The measurement denoted “Objective 1 replaced” was taken after measurements using
Objectives 1, 2, and 3 and reinserting Objective 1 into the optical system. The mounting of the objective lens into the microscope
body generated slight variations in the response error, perhaps due a small motion of the objective z-translator. The nanohole
used for calibration is marked in white. The colormap of response error has been bounded to ±25% to maximize contrast for
the selected zcal positions; note this is different in Figure S6.
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Figure S8. The variation in observed bead z positions when in focus (zobs,0) for two example sets of fluorescent beads within the
same sample. “Bead set 1” is the one analyzed in Figure 5. The z positions of beads were obtained by fitting DH-PSF images of
beads with the global calibration. Any variation in zobs,0 must result from a combination of bead-to-bead variability (either in the
uniformity of dye attachment on the bead’s surface, or true z position in the 1% PVA film) and field-dependent effects of the
imaging system. Because the magnitude of the variation for beads is much larger than the variation for the nanohole arrays
including apparent sample tilt [180 nm vs. 110 nm, cf. Figures 3(a), 3(b)], and because the observed field-dependence of the
pattern is not reproducible between sets of beads and changes rapidly throughout the field of view, we conclude that bead
heterogeneity introduces significant variation in addition to that present in the imaging system.

